https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/lmikulski3.pdf

From: karenhudes
To: catie_finley@mikulski.senate.gov
Subject: Oversight of Intelligence Agencies
Date: Thu, 17 Jul 2014 10:44:35 -0400
I am resending with the correct attachment and regret this inconvenience. Please
acknowledge receipt, and that the link functioned correctly to provide correspondence with
Captain O’Leary.
I am a constituent of Senator Mikulski; Senator Mikulski has written to me several times as
this saga has played out on the world’s capital markets. Here is my latest correspondence
on this matter with the United States Defense Attache in Tokyo
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Treaty+of+Versailles+Gold+Bullion+Certificates.pdf
This is to request Senator Mikulski to ascertain whether this misguided email from a Mr.
Scott Lennon could have originated in the US intelligence agencies.
Sincerely,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Legal Counsel
Wolfgang Struck
oskarstruck@gmail.com
Authorized Signatory on the Global Debt Facility
….

To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
Subject: Info.
From: scottlwet@aol.com
Date: Wed, 16 Jul 2014 09:35:02 -0400
Karen
I am just dropping you a note from Dr. Zvonko Berdik-Albert AP13652. Or as we
discussed many times, you need to go onto the DTC/Euroclear screens or Interbank 4
screens and enter his name and code Dr. Zvonlo Berdik-Albert AP13652 I.P.C.#
25758/AP13652 where then you will see the secure compliance file where 229 Nations
signed off acknowledging the good Doctor, considering it was his father and grandfather
that wrote the Treaty of Versailles and allowed the use of the Family gold, yet Karen
468 years before that the Doctors Family had signed a global agreement lending the
gold to the Charlemagne Trust, in the Vatican, so every country could participate in
global trade.

All the paper created by the Cabal was designed to steal and dupe everyone, yet they
could never dupe the immediate family who 468 years ago loaned the gold to balance
global trade. The Rothchilds have blocked the inner temple, even by creating the BAR
which was suppose to protect the inner temple, they are masters at deception. Watch
the Hobbit movie and you will see the Dragon protecting the gold, that is the inner
temple. The Dragon’s will never allow an outsider control what they were blessed by our
creator to be the trustee over.
Karen, by continuing to ignore facts that preexisted these fraudulent Bilateral
agreements, treaties, etc. that were all attempts to hijack the collateral accounts is not
practicing what you are preaching in public, Rule of Law! Ignorance is no excuse, I
contacted you on numerous occasions and directed you to go on the screens so you
would not make any mistakes, now you go and sign an extension of a fraudulent treaty
that is going to get you in hot water.
Karen Zhou Enlai and Mao Zedong were caught red handed when burning down the
Heaven Temple years ago at the direction of Rothchild and Rockefeller, this is when
they appointed people to replace the Dragon Family Royals they killed by issuing new
passports for their friends, all of whom are either in jail or have passed on due to their
crimes. What those two Chinese leaders did not know was that there was a second
Temple within the Temple where the Royals lived and survived! That Bilateral
agreement was signed by criminals, Tan Kha Kee, TVM-LSM-666, and even Ferdinand
on his deathbed signed a statement of facts and handed everything back to the Doctor
years ago. Tan Kha Kee signed in 2010 a detailed statement of facts when he signed
that original Bilateral agreement as did Tiburcio.

The Rothchilds are the kings of paper Karen, only with paper can you create fraud, our
heavenly fathers even said it is only the spoken word that shall remain true law. Karen,
you have been dupped, I gave you a written authorization to authenticate so you would
not get caught up in another Cabal game but you never authenticated the compliance
file. You are backing someone who has another piece of paper! Jose Rizal was another
Jesuit shill, who laid claim to title of lands that only indigenous can own. Santa Romana
had many wills, Ernesto Hidalgo, Sultan of Sulu, Tiburcio Vilamore Marcos, et al were a
recipients of stolen assets all with copies of will and testaments that were used by the
cabal. Karen it’s over!!!!!!
The Doctor has notified the court of the Hague, the High Court in Brussels, World Bank
and the Chinese Monetary Authority about Wolfgag Struck and your signature to an
extension of a fraudulent agreement. My suggestion is as it was a year ago, get to a
DTC/Eurocleer, Interbank S-2 terminal and enter the Doctors name and code, once you
authenticate you will understand. Once you do this you can issue an apology which I
know the Doctor will accept, yet if you continue to try and sell this story line the courts
will do what they have to do.
The Doctor was handed your documents by the Chinese Monetary Authority who is
preparing charges against you, this is not a threat, this is a friendly suggestion to help
you get out of a mess because you can still be productive in a good way once you know
the truth.
I wish you the best.
Very Best Regards
Scott Lennon
973-390-8075

